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Radar mobile speed gun for sale

ComSonics is a Virginia-based tech company that specializes in cable TV solutions and calibration services for speed-repelling equipment - a.k.a. radar guns. It's apparently about to expand its law enforcement assistance services with a first-of-its-kind device designed to track down texting drivers. A text message is said to emit a different type of signal than a data transfer or a
phone call, and comSonics' device will be able to identify this signal. Just as radar guns are able to detect speed limit violations, this new device will be able to tell when a phone in a moving car is sending text messages and help law enforcement officers identify texting and driving violations. We don't know about you, but we have an abundance of questions. First of all, in the year
2014, many smartphones come with voice-activated assistants that send texts for you. Secondly, there are many 3rd party car SMS apps, which automatically respond to unanswered calls when the phone owner is driving. How should a responsible driver who uses one of these explain themselves? Third, if there were two or more passengers in the vehicle - would the device be
able to tell which phone was sending the text? And even then - the driver could have handed over their device to the passenger next to them so that the latter could type a text on behalf of the first, no? Fourth, and this is our favorite, there are now messaging apps out there, such as WhatsApp, Viber, Facebook Messenger, Snapchat etc. all of which are very popular texting tools
among young users – users, who, coincidentally, the demographic that is most prone to misbehaving, when it comes to texting and driving. Thing is, these apps use the phone data connection, rather than the good old SMS system, so they still remain invisible to ComSonics' device. All in all, this seems to cause more problems (for responsible drivers) than it is going to solve.
Texting in today's world could mean a mix of different activities – from updating your Facebook status, adding a new caption to the Instagram photo of your lunch, sending random smilies through Viber, all of which are dangerous activities for drivers to participate in and none of which will be detected by ComSonics' texting radar. On the other hand, people who use Siri, Cortana,
Moto Voice, Google Now or anything else to respond to a text can get into trouble. Dare we say - welcome to 2014, ComSonics?source: autoevolution via textually.org subscribe to our newsletter! Does your sales organization suffer from a lack of speed? High-speed sales teams tend to outperform industry standards, it of a large work product on time and with limited resources.
But these high-speed teams don't just happen - they're built by experienced executives and backed by smart product management, and then reinforced by dedicated, skilled salespeople. If your sales team can move a little faster, start with these four strategies.1. Add a few Products The rapid establishment of new customer relationships is a persistent challenge for sellers. These
should be items that are sold easily and quickly, and that deliver real value to the customer, even if they have no significant economic value for the business. Appreciative customers will be more likely to accept another appointment after an initial positive transaction.2. Focus on Upselling Current CustomersSales professionals often focus obsessively on getting new customers.
This may be necessary if you are only selling one product or service, but by developing multiple lines, you increase the speed by upsselling current customers instead. It's a much more efficient approach, because it takes exponentially more energy to develop new customers than to sell different products to those you already know.3. Develop competitive blocking strategies No
matter how big your product is, the competition always knows how to downplay the value of your products to customers. I've run over too many product managers who, when asked how the competition will respond to a product, say: They won't be able to respond! It's too good! This is a dangerous attitude - even if you have superior features and an all-round better product.
Smarter companies develop blocking strategies to preemptively shut down competition efforts to deter sales. For example, at one company, we had to deal with a major competitor who copied all of our new product launches. To block copycat tactics, we continually improved all major product systems so that the competitor's copy was always out of date.4. Match Products with the
Sales ForceOnce, at a time when I was working with a large company, our sales team got a new medical device to sell. The problem: This device was for general surgeons, while our expertise was in sales to orthopedic surgeons. We failed miserably - especially since this product was a terrible game for our team. If your sales team can't sell a product effectively, sales will be low.
I know it sounds obvious, but this is an all too common mistake, and one that drags the speed of a sales group. The U.S. has been gripped by what is likely to prove to be a historic gun-buying frenzy. When a mass shooting or a politician makes an antigun remark, sales increase. It's a gruesome loop. Last week, FBI data indicated that a widely used gun-sales metric rose in July.
According to the National Sports Shooting Foundation, an industry group, searches for the custom National Instant Criminal Background Check System were 1.2 million, up 28% from 946,528 in the year-ago period. Sales would slow down in August, but the purchase frenzy is unlikely to cool down, especially for the civilian version of the military M4 carbine. These weapons are
often called assault rifles by people who want them banned, or modern sports rifles people who don't. Either way, the guns have achieved a popularity-or shame-rarely achieved by a weapon. We have long recommended that investors buy Smith &amp; Wesson (ticker: SWHC) to make money from the AR gun craze. The company makes a semi-automatic civilian version of the
automatic M4 military carbine. Smith &amp; Wesson doesn't break out AR sales data, but the business is of course huge. LAST Monday, the stock top-ticked at $30.59 in response to the rise in FBI background-check data. We have recommended the stock since June 2007, when it traded around $14. We returned to the stock and options in December. So far this year, the shares
are about 37%, and many of our options trades have returned much more. The September 22 call recommended at $1.90 was recently trading at $8.20. An August 22 call recommended at $1 was priced around $8.35. A January 22 call started at $4.75 was trading around $9.10. Although the trading thesis remains valid, some of the trade profits are simply too high to leave in the
market. The talks of 22 August and 22 September should be concluded at a profit. The call of 22 January can be maintained because the AR demand remains robust. To inform Smith &amp; Wesson's first-quarter earnings report on September 1, investors can buy the 30-000 call that was recently offered around $1.75. For $34, that option is worth $4. The National Rifle
Association's sophisticated membership messaging, and a fear among some people that the U.S. is at a dangerous crossroads, should keep gun sales up, and ensure that AR guns remain a popular personal defense weapon. Unfortunately, psychopaths also recognize the value of a gun that can be fed by 30-round magazines. This creates an odd feedback loop. Mass shootings
are followed by a run on these black guns, as more politicians and others call for them to be banned. For all these reasons, Smith &amp; Wesson's shares should continue to rise. WITH crude prices on the move, implied volatility should increase for the SPDR S&amp;P Oil &amp; Gas Exploration and Production exchange-traded fund (XOP) and the Energy Select Sector SPDR
ETF (XLE). So far, the ETFs remain relatively sanguine, which Jim Strugger, MKM Partner derivatives strategist, says is an opportunity to buy September's move. Strugger expects the ETFs to soon have a sharply higher realized and implied volatility. The implied three-month volatility for the SPDR S&amp;P Oil &amp; Gas ETF and Energy Select Sector SPDR ETF is around
13%, compared with 46% for the U.S. Oil Fund (USO) and 33% for the VanEcks Oil Services ETF (OIH). In anticipation of an XOP and XLE volatility shock, investors can buy XOP 33 moves for $1.20 the ETF is about $34, and XLE's 64.50 strike puts it at $1.14 when the corresponding security is about $66. STEVEN SEARS is the author of The Indomitable Investor: Why a Few
Succeed in the Stock Market When Everyone Else Fails. Comments: steve.sears@barrons.com, Like Barron's on Facebook Follow Barron's on on on
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